GOING BEYOND STEM: THE BUSINESS OF SCIENCE

Going Beyond STEM: The Business of Science is part of the STEM workshop track at the 2015 School’s Out, Make It Count, Arizona Statewide Out-of-School Time Conference on Saturday, October 24 at the Phoenix Convention Center. Presented by Melissa Rose of Boxx Productions, this workshop demonstrates how programs can engage youth in STEM through entrepreneurship, while simultaneously teaching concepts like financial literacy, leadership, and the arts. In this hands-on session, participants will walk through a sample activity that explores the chemical make-up of lemonade, and then challenges you to formulate your own lemonade beverage and calculate the costs and profits associated with starting a lemonade business!

Teaching with Seeds

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY: NATIVE SEEDS WORKSHOP

Seeds have tremendous potential to teach us about topics such as biodiversity, botany, the
environment, history, and culture. Native Seeds/SEARCH invites you to a workshop (October 3 or 9) that will focus on the science and art of seeds by presenting numerous tools and activities that can be implemented with youth of different grade levels. Curriculum will include inquiry and evidence based activities to teach science topics as well as lessons on the history and culture of Native Americans of the Southwest to teach social science and language arts. Workshop is $75 but numerous scholarships are available if you apply by September 15. Details here

LEARN MORE & REGISTER

Arizona Science Center Opens CREATE

NEW SPACE INVITES KIDS TO GET MORE HANDS-ON

This month, Arizona Science Center unveiled a new space, CREATE, where science, design, and engineering collide. Inspired by the productivity of an inventor's workshop, the creativity of an art studio, the experimentation of a lab, and the connectivity of a commons, CREATE is a 6,500 square-foot community hub for turning dreams into reality. Arizona Science Center members and educators can preview the space this weekend, and a Grand Opening Celebration is planned for September 26.

LEARN MORE ABOUT CREATE

SIGN UP & SHARE

Sign up to continue receiving STEM Saturdays & invite a friend!

www.azafterschool.org/stem